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Abstract
End-to-end (E2E) automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems
lack the distinct language model (LM) component that char-
acterizes traditional speech systems. While this simplifies the
model architecture, it complicates the task of incorporating text-
only data into training, which is important to the recognition of
tail words that do not occur often in audio-text pairs. While
shallow fusion has been proposed as a method for incorporat-
ing a pre-trained LM into an E2E model at inference time, it
has not yet been explored for very large text corpora, and it
has been shown to be very sensitive to hyperparameter settings
in the beam search. In this work, we apply shallow fusion to
incorporate a very large text corpus into a state-of-the-art E2E
ASR model. We explore the impact of model size and show
that intelligent pruning of the training set can be more effec-
tive than increasing the parameter count. Additionally, we show
that incorporating the LM in minimum word error rate (MWER)
fine tuning makes shallow fusion far less dependent on optimal
hyperparameter settings, reducing the difficulty of that tuning
problem.
1. Introduction
Rare words pose an ongoing problem to building high-quality
speech recognition systems. Since rare words are likely to be
named entities such as names and locations, these “tail” words
are often critical to the meaning of the decoded transcript. Since
they do not occur often in the audio-text pairs that comprise an
ASR system’s training set, they are difficult to predict correctly.
Conventional ASR systems contain separate acoustic, pro-
nunciation, and language models which are run one after an-
other. In such systems, the distinct language model provides an
opportunity to train part of the model on text-only data, which
is often far more plentiful than audio-text pairs, and can contain
many occurrences of words that are rare in the acoustic data.
The independence of the LM from the ASR system allows its
dataset or training procedure to be adapted to specific domains,
including tail words [1, 2].
E2E ASR systems consist of a single neural network in
which all components are jointly trained. These models offer
the advantage of simplifying the alignment of audio to text [3],
as well as decreased model size [4]. However, there is no ex-
plicit LM in an E2E architecture, complicating the task of inte-
grating text-only data. Many “LM fusion” methods have been
proposed, including “shallow fusion” [5], in which LM logits
are interpolated with those of an E2E model during inference, as
well as more sophisticated methods such as “deep” and “cold”
fusion, in which the LM is incorporated into the neural archi-
tecture of the E2E system [5, 6]. In [7], shallow fusion was
shown to be the most effective fusion method with a state-of-
the-art E2E system, although the “density ratio method”, has
been shown to outperform shallow fusion for a domain transfer
scenario [8].
Earlier works on shallow fusion such as [9] and [10] use
LMs taken from Kaldi [11] recipes which are trained on no
more than a few hundred million words. Of course, language
models can scale to far larger datasets. [12] trained an RNN-LM
on the One Billion Word Benchmark [13], while [14] trained a
transformer on 8 million web documents totaling 40GB of text.
To our knowledge, the study that uses the most text data in train-
ing an RNN-LM for shallow fusion to date is [15], which uses
about 4 billion words.
The research has also shown that shallow fusion is difficult
to implement correctly. In [9], it is shown that without careful
tuning of several hyperparameters, shallow fusion causes tran-
scripts to be cut off after only a few words, massively degrading
performance.
We have two goals in this work. First, we seek to re-
duce the difficulty of tuning fusion hyperparameters. We show
that applying shallow fusion during minimum word error rate
(MWER) training adapts the model to a particular setting of
hyperparameters, and almost eliminates the impact of those pa-
rameters in inference. Second, we seek to scale shallow fusion
to a text corpus of about 50 billion words, an order of magni-
tude larger than [15]. We show that tail performance can be
improved by careful pruning of the dataset without resorting to
extremely large model sizes.
In this study, we focus on the particularly difficult problem
of tail words. We use shallow fusion to incorporate an LM into
an E2E model trained in the recent deliberation framework [16],
which already achieves state-of-the-art transcription quality on
rare words. We show that shallow fusion with a large text corpus
yields further improvements on the tail.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
outlines the architecture of our deliberation model and summa-
rizes the techniques of MWER fine-tuning and shallow fusion.
Section 3 describes the techniques we use to achieve the two
goals given above. Section 4 gives details on our dataset and
model architecture. Section 5 gives results and analysis, and we
conclude in Section 6.
2. Background
In this section, we summarize our baseline model, fine-tuning
procedure, and method for language model integration.
2.1. Deliberation Architecture
Two-pass ASR models combine a pre-trained recurrent neural
network transducer (RNN-T) [17] with a second decoder that
rescores top-n hypotheses [18]. In a deliberation model, on the
other hand, the second decoder has the option to attend to the
RNN-T hypotheses instead of rescoring them, allowing all parts
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of the model to be trained together.
Figure 1: Deliberation Architecture, adapted from [16].
More specifically, a deliberation model’s encoder consumes
acoustic features x and maps them onto encoder features e. The
RNN-T decoder attends to the encoder features, and an n-best
list of hypothesis yRNN-T is extracted using a beam search. A
second encoder adapts e into modified encoder features e′ to
be consumed by the deliberation decoder. The deliberation de-
coder attends to both features derived from yRNN-T and e
′, and
the final transcript is extracted with a second beam search.
2.2. MWER Fine-tuning
MWER training [19] is a fine-tuning procedure designed to di-
rectly minimize the number of word errors instead of cross-
entropy. In MWER training, we seek to optimize the expected
number of word errors over all possible hypotheses. Since
we cannot practically marginalize over all possible output se-
quences, we instead compute the expected word error rate from
a sample of predictions:
L(x, y∗) =
∑
y∈B
P (y|x)Wˆ (y, y∗) (1)
where x is the input acoustic features, y∗ is the ground truth,
and Wˆ gives a normalized word error count. Here, y is a hy-
pothesis from a beam B that is sampled from the model using
a beam search, and the posterior P is normalized accordingly
so that all probabilities sum to one. It was demonstrated in [20]
that this method is effective for beam sizes as small as 4.
2.3. Shallow Fusion
In shallow fusion, a language model is incorporated into ASR
decoding by interpolating the posteriors directly:
yˆ = argmax
y
PAM(y|x) + αPLM(y) + βC (2)
where yˆ is the selected hypothesis, PAM and PLM are pos-
teriors in the acoustic and language models respectively, and
α and β are hyperparameters. C is a coverage term as in [9],
which seeks to discourage truncated transcripts by rewarding
hypotheses that have been allocated weight above some thresh-
old by the attention mechanism.
3. Methods
In this section, we describe our techniques for fusing an LM
trained on our large text corpus into our deliberation model.
3.1. The Truncation Problem
In [9], the authors identified a failure mode for shallow fusion
in which the fused model predicts a shortened transcript con-
sisting of only the first few words that were spoken. As we
will see, this “truncation” problem turned out to be quite severe
when incorporating our LMs, which were trained on a large text
corpus.
3.1.1. Hyperparameters
There are several hyperparameters proposed in the literature for
the truncation problem. We experimented with tuning the fol-
lowing:
• The coverage penalty C, as in equation 2 above.
• The beam size. In principle, increasing the size of the
beam leaves room for longer, less errorful hypotheses on
the beam even when truncated hypotheses are present.
• The maximum EOS logprob delta. This hyperparameter
is proposed in [9]. When a hypothesis is ended with the
EOS token during beam search, it must have a log prob-
ability no worse than that of the best hypothesis so far
minus this value in order to be removed from the beam
and marked as complete.
3.1.2. MWER Fusion
It was shown in [21] that using a particular hyperparameter set-
ting (blank scale, in that work) during training of a conventional
ASR system can sometimes adapt the model to that setting in
inference. We attempt to reduce the difficulty of the hyperpa-
rameter tuning problem given above by showing that this can be
done with beam search parameters in a deliberation model.
MWER fine tuning provides an opportunity to do this by
running a beam search during training. Since this beam search
will include an LM in inference, we would like to perform shal-
low fusion during MWER fine tuning. [22] develops a tech-
nique for fusion with RNN-T in which the LM’s logit values are
added to RNN-T’s non-blank outputs, while leaving the logit
for the blank output unchanged, and demonstrates small per-
formance improvements. Unlike [22], this work seeks to use
MWER training as a hyperparameter adaptation mechanism.
So, we instead fine tune the beam search of our second decoder,
which will be the site of shallow fusion during inference. Since
this decoder does not emit a blank output, we can define a loss
with direct logit interpolation:
L(x, y∗) =
∑
y∈BLM
(PAM(y|x) + αPLM(y) + βC)Wˆ (y, y∗) (3)
where BLM are hypotheses drawn using a beam search with
shallow fusion.
3.2. Taking Advantage of a Large Text Corpus
We implement the following pruning scheme to eliminate noisy
data and reduce overfitting to extremely common sentences
(e.g. “facebook”):
1. For every sentence, each unigram is compared against
a 1 million word vocabulary. Any unigram not in this
list is considered to be misspelled, and the sentence is
discarded.
2. If a sentence is duplicated n times in the remaining ex-
amples, all but log(n) examples are discarded.
3. The desired number of sentences are selected by random
sampling.
Large text corpora have been exploited successfully for
ASR in the past by sampling a training set that is relevant
to a domain of interest [23]. These results, however, used a
maximum-entropy LM, which presents a convex optimization
problem that scales naturally to large amounts of data, while
we seek to optimize an non-convex RNN-LM. Also, these re-
sults targeted geographical queries, which are plentiful in ASR
training corpora, while we seek to improve performance on rare
words. Nevertheless, we seek to adapt this method to our prob-
lem by experimenting with an additional step between steps 2
and 3 above:
2*. For every example, each unigram is compared to a list of
word counts from the deliberation model’s training data.
Any sentence not containing at least one “rare” word is
discarded, where rareness is defined as occurring a num-
ber of times smaller than some threshold.
All together, this scheme is designed to take advantage of
the large size of our text corpus while still maintaining a man-
ageable number of sentences for LM training. We weigh the
impact of this data reduction against that of increasing the LM’s
size.
4. Experiments
In this section, we describe the parameters of our experiments.
We also describe our methods for measuring the success of our
LM integration and evaluating performance on the tail.
4.1. Deliberation Model Training
Our deliberation model is similar to that presented in [16]. We
use 128-dimensional log-Mel audio features with a 32ms win-
dow and 10ms shift. The RNN-T component of the deliber-
ation model contains eight LSTM layers in its encoder, each
with 2,048 units and a 640-dimensional projection. The joint
network contains 640 units, followed by a final softmax layer.
Hypotheses from RNN-T are passed to a two-layer bidirectional
LSTM which projects them into a 320-dimensional space. Our
second decoder attends to both these features and RNN-T en-
coder output and emits context vectors which are passed to a
final 2-layer LSTM.
Our training set is described in [24]. Transcripts are lower-
cased and processed with a 4k word piece model.
4.2. Language Model Training
Our language models are similar to those in [7]. The models
consist of LSTM layers with 512 nodes each, with a projection
layer of 256 nodes. Our baseline model has two hidden layers.
The models are trained on a sample of anonymized pro-
duction traffic to Google applications. We divide this data into
domains that describe the origin of the queries. All examples
are stripped of metadata, so that only the query text is visible
to the model. Our training set is selected from this data using
the pruning procedure outlined in section 3.2. The total size of
our data before pruning is about 230 billion examples. Vocab-
ulary pruning (Step 1) reduces that size to about 218 billion,
and logn pruning (Step 2) further reduces the size to about 25
billion examples.
For our baseline models, we omit rare word filtering (Step
2*) from our pruning procedure and sample down to a final size
of 4.5 billion examples (about 50 billion words). When we in-
clude rare word filtering, we obtain a dataset of about 1 billion
total examples (about 11 billion words), and omit Step 3.
4.3. Evaluation Sets
We would like to create evaluation sets that measure the degree
to which our LM has been integrated into our model, and to
determine performance on the tail. We create separate test sets
for these two purposes. We split our test sets into those focused
on geographical queries (Maps) and general queries (Search).
The test sets are created by looking for utterances in the text
data that have a very different perplexity distribution compared
to the audio-text pair training data.
To measure LM integration, we build test sets consisting
of words that are common in the LM training data but rare in
the AM training data. To this end, we compute unigram statis-
tics for both corpora and construct a list of unigrams that occur
at most five times in the AM data (about three quarters of all
words) and at least 150 times in the LM data (about 99% of all
(a) Maps, LM Only (b) Search, LM Only (c) Maps, Surprising Prons (d) Search, Surprising Prons
(e) Maps, LM Only (f) Search, LM Only (g) Maps, Surprising Prons (h) Search, Surprising Prons
Figure 2: A sweep of maximum EOS log-probability delta and beam size on our test sets, before (a-d) and after (e-h) MWER fine tuning.
Experiment Maps, LM Only Search, LM Only Maps, Surprising Prons Search, Surprising Prons
E1 18.8 27.3 42.1 47.6
E2 18.8 27.1 42.1 47.4
E2-4 18.7 26.9 41.9 47.1
E2-6 18.6 27 41.8 47.2
E2-8 18.6 26.9 41.9 47.1
E3 18.7 26.5 41.2 46.6
E4 18.7 26.6 41.4 46.7
Table 1: WER Results of Expanded Models
words).
To measure tail performance, we target words that have pro-
nunciations that are surprising given the spelling. Unusual pro-
nunciations have been shown to be difficult for ASR systems
[25, 26, 27]. To select examples with surprising utterances, we
manually assemble a map from grapheme sequences to corre-
sponding phoneme sequences. Our mapping consists of 487
correspondences. For a given example, we process each uni-
gram grapheme-by-grapheme, using the map to assemble a list
of possible corresponding phoneme sequences. If none of the
predicted pronunciations match the true pronunciation of the
unigram, we consider the unigram to have surprising pronunci-
ation.
For each test set, we select 10000 examples and synthesize
audio for each transcript with a TTS system as in [28].
5. Results
This section presents our experimental results and discussion.
5.1. Truncation
We find that optimizing only the LM interpolation weight α and
coverage penalty weight β does not yield improvement over
our baseline model. Improvement was only shown after tun-
ing beam size and maximum EOS logprob delta, which relate
directly to the beam search. To understand the problem, we
compare our models’ word error rate to “truncation word er-
ror rate”, which is the word error rate on examples for which
the prediction has at most half as many unigrams as the ref-
erence. Table 2 compares WER and Truncation WER for our
baseline deliberation model to a fusion model with α = 0.1
and β = 0.06 and to a second fusion model in which the beam
size is set to 20 and maximum EOS logprob delta is set to 0.05.
This data suggests that truncation errors are largely responsible
WER Truncation WER
Baseline 19.9 2.0
Fusion 21.0 3.6
Fusion w/ BS Params 18.7 2.2
(a) Maps, LM Only
WER Truncation WER
Baseline 28.4 6.9
Fusion 31.5 7.6
Fusion w/ BS Params 27.1 7.1
(b) Search, LM Only
Table 2: Impact of the Truncation Problem
for the degradation in WER in the initial fusion model, and that
tuning the beam search parameters recovers those losses.
Figure 2 (a-d) shows the results of a sweep of the two beam
search parameters: beam size and maximum EOS logprob delta.
Interestingly, while we find that increasing beam size yields im-
provements, for a sufficiently small value of maximum EOS
logprob delta the beam size does not make a difference. Nev-
ertheless, it is clear that WER results are highly dependent on
correct setting of these hyperparameters.
We find that MWER fine-tuning dramatically diminishes
the importance of beam search parameters in evaluation. Fig-
ure 2 (e-h) shows the results of training 25 MWER models,
using the same combinations of maximum EOS logprob delta
and beam size from above during the MWER beam search and
then evaluating using shallow fusion with those same param-
eters. We find a significantly smaller range of WER than be-
fore MWER fine tuning. This suggests that MWER fine tuning
serves to adapt a model to some choice of beam search parame-
ters by using those parameters during training. This could make
MWER useful as a tool to alleviate the difficulty of hyperparam-
eter tuning in shallow fusion.
5.2. Language Model Size
We compare the importance of model size to data selection cri-
terion in LM training. Table 1 gives results for shallow fusion
with four progressively larger LMs including our baseline (E1),
an expanded model in which the LM’s projection layer is re-
moved effectively doubling the parameter count (E2), and that
same model with 4, 6, and 8 hidden layers (E2-4, E2-6, E2-8).
Table 1 also gives results for the 4-layer variant in which Step
2* of the pruning procedure described in Section 3.2 is applied
to the training data (E3), and finally where the training set is
further sampled down to about 50 million examples (E4).
We see that filtering rare words shows significantly larger
gains than increasing model capacity. This suggests that it is
easier to take advantage of a large text corpus by selecting a sub-
set of relevant examples than it is to model the entire distribu-
tion. Interestingly, this benefit is strongest when we only prune
to 1 billion examples, and weakens when we further prune down
to 50 million. This further suggests that an RNN-LM used in
fusion is capable of benefiting from a very large text corpus.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we’ve explored shallow fusion using a very large
text-only corpus. We’ve quantified and explored solutions to
the truncated utterances problem and demonstrated that MWER
fine tuning almost eliminates the need for hyperparameter tun-
ing. Finally we showed how a pruning strategy can beat out
large models in taking advantage of large amounts of text data.
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